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This issue, we are pleased to introduce a new look for The Measurable News. 
It reflects the professionalism and quality of the content and materials 
produced by the College of Performance Management, our members, 
affiliates and community. 

This month we are also kicking-off our webinar series for the year with a presentation by 
Mark Infanti on Understanding CAM Requirements for Subcontract EV FlowDown and 
Management. It will be followed by David Hulett on Integrated Cost-Schedule Risk Analysis 
in April and a Preview of EVM World 2013 by Barry E. Schuler, Vice President – Conference 
and Events in May. You can register for the events at mycpm.org.

These are a few of the ways the office of the VP-Communication is working to contribute 
to the goals of the College of Performance Management in its service to the performance 
management community. If you have further ideas on how we can help or would like to 
discuss current initiatives, don’t hesitate to reach out to me at mark.phillips@mycpm.org.  
We hope you enjoy this issue of The Measurable News.

Mark Phillips, PMP
Vice President – Communication
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INTRODUCTION This is the first of a 2-part article that presents the information contained in 
CPM 100A and 100B, Earned Value Management Guidelines. This was first 
presented at the Orlando PMA conference in May, 2004, The information 
presented is based on two main sources: the ANSI/EIA-748-1998 (latest 
version) and my personal experiences in conducting compliance evaluations 
of contractor Earned Value Management Systems (EVMSs). It covers 
each guideline in terms of what it says and what it implies. Ties to other 
guidelines are discussed and personal experiences are shared.

Part two of this article, “Earned Value Management Guidelines: Accounting 
Considerations, Analysis and Management Reports, and Revisions and Data 
Maintenance” will be covered in a future Measurable News article.

2.1 ORGANIZATION 
These five guidelines are implemented in order to create the program structure that will 
be used to identify and execute the authorized work scope of the program. Their proper 
implementation sets the stage for the Planning, Scheduling, and Budgeting guidelines that 
follow.

2.1a. Define the authorized work elements for the program. A work breakdown structure 
(WBS), tailored for effective internal management control, is commonly used in this process.

This guideline says that there needs to be a process for defining the authorized work for the 
program. Additionally, it points out that it is common to use a work breakdown structure to 
do this and, if you do, then tailor it to benefit internal management.

However, as with most of the guidelines, there are implications that not only affect the 
implementation of this guideline, but of others as well. Reading between the lines, the 
requirement to identify the authorized work is mandatory; the use of a WBS is not. If the 
decision is made by the contractor to use a WBS, or one is required by contract, then its 
structure and extension should not only contain all of the currently authorized work but also 
benefit the customer as well as internal management.

The ANSI Standard, Section 3, provides some guidance in this area. The Statement of Work 
(SOW) communicates the work scope requirements for a program and a WBS is commonly 
used to define these work scope requirements in terms of definable products, services 
and data. The decision to use a WBS dictionary is at the program’s option. It defines the 
work scope contained in each element of the WBS. In wording that indicates some of the 
cross-guideline impacts of this guideline, the Standard says that the WBS breaks the work 
scope into appropriate elements for cost accounting (guideline 16) and work authorization 
(guideline 9). 

In addition to the two guidelines already listed above, this guideline impacts or interacts with 
guidelines 2.1c, 2.1e, 2.2a, 2.2c, 2.2j, 2.3b, 2.3e, 2.3f, 2.4a, 2.4b, 2.4d, 2.4f and 2.5a. The bottom 
line for this guideline is to do as accurate and complete a job as possible or much of the rest 
of the EVM implementation will not be effective.

2.1b. Identify the program organizational structure including the major subcontractors 
responsible for accomplishing the authorized work, and define the organizational elements in 
which work will be planned and controlled. 

EARNED VALUE MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES:
ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING, SCHEDULING AND BUDGETING
By Tony Finefield, Finefield Consulting
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Guideline 2 is focused on the establishment of an effective organization. The identification of 
this organizational structure, including major subcontractors, reflects the resources needed to 
complete the work identified under Guideline 21a. Responsibility for planning and controlling 
the authorized work must be identified.

What is implied by this guideline is that there may be a difference between the program 
organization, the performing organizations, and the functional organizations. It all 
depends on how the contractor chooses to structure to execute the effort. While “major” 
subcontractors must be identified as part of the organization, minor subcontractors need not 
be identified. The system documentation; i.e. system or process description, should define 
the difference between a major and a minor subcontractor.

ANSI/EIA 748, Section 3, says about this guideline that the company will create a program 
(organization) that reflects the best way to execute the program. At the initiation of the 
program, this organization will be established in order to assign program scope and work 
responsibilities. Definition of this organization must include both subcontract and internal 
elements that will complete the work.

Whether the contractor chooses to use a functional organizational structure, integrated 
product teams (IPTs), a project organization, or a hybrid combination of these, what is clear 
from this guideline is that the choice of approach is the purview of the contractor, not the 
customer.

2.1c. Provide for the integration of the planning, scheduling, budgeting, work authorization 
and cost accumulation processes with each other, and as appropriate, the program work 
breakdown structure and the program organizational structure.

In order for an EVMS to generate valid auditable information, there must be an integration 
of the sub-processes identified in the guideline with each other. Additionally, this integration 
must support both management and reporting requirements for internal (OBS) and external 
(WBS) needs. This integration is not required by the guideline to be electronic but the more 
“connected” the subsystems are, the easier it is to ensure the integrity of the data that is 
generated by the EVMS.

Although not specifically called out by the guideline, there are other EVM sub-processes 
that should also be integrated with the listed subsystems as well as with each other; 
i.e. management control (variance analysis and reporting), change control (internal and 
external), and updating estimates (both monthly and comprehensive.)

The industry standard does not specifically discuss this guideline. It refers to the requirement 
to ensure that required resources are planned at the control account level through integration 
of schedule and budget objectives. Performance measurement will also be accomplished at 
this level. The concept of subsystem integration is contained in a number of places throughout 
section 3 of the standard. Obviously, if you don’t integrate the sub-processes that allow the 
tracking of performance measurement and all that implies, then the information provided to 
internal and external management will be suspect.

The actual integration of the sub-processes is usually accomplished through the establishment 
of a unique coding structure. Very often, this is the charge number that is used by the 
contractor to collect actual costs. There are other possibilities but, ultimately, they must tie back 
to the cost collection process. The figure on the following page illustrates the inter-relationships 
of the EVMS sub-processes.

2.1d. Identify the organization or function responsible for controlling overhead (indirect costs). 

The first of the four guidelines that address the concept of Indirect Costs and EVM focuses 
on the identification of contractor organizations responsible for managing indirect budgets 
and costs. Implied in this guideline statement is this identification applies to both the 
establishment of indirect budgets as well as the management of the actual indirect costs 
associated with those budgets.

As with all four of the indirect guidelines, the industry standard does not discuss the 
interpretation or implementation of this concept. Since management and control of indirect 
costs is not the purview of an individual program, then contractors must establish company 
processes that ensure the successful integration of indirect management and control with the 
EVM processes.
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2.1e. Provide for integration of the program work breakdown structure and the program 
organizational structure in a manner that permits cost and schedule performance 
measurement by elements of either or both structures as needed.

As one of the key guidelines, the proper implementation of guideline 5 ensures that control 
accounts (CAs), the “heart” of program management and performance measurement, 
are properly established through the integration of the WBS and the OBS. By doing this, 
the contractor ensures that the entire scope of work (guideline 2.1a) is assigned to some 
responsible organization within the program structure (guideline 2.1b) for execution. By creating 
these management control points, the contractor sets the framework for creating the program 
schedule (guideline 2.2a), assigning appropriate and adequate resources (guideline 2.2d) to 
that work schedule, thereby creating the performance measurement baseline (guideline 2.2c) 
against which progress will be measured and analyzed. By tying the control account to both a 
single WBS element and a single responsible function within the OBS, the capability to create 
performance measurement information within both structures is ensured. 

Implied within the wording of this guideline are three basic EVM concepts:
• Control Accounts must be established at the intersection of work and responsibility.
• Budgets, earned value, and actual costs must be available at these defined intersections.
• Earned Value must be accomplished at this level, at a minimum.

By confirming that these three ideas are properly implemented under this guideline, the 
contractor is able to meet the overall requirement of the guideline: i.e. the ability to do 
performance measurement.

Within section three of the industry standard, there is some specific guidance provided 
relative to this guideline. The individual program determines the level within the program 
organization at which control accounts will be created. Once this is established, then control 
accounts are defined by the integration of the assigned program organizational element and 
the work breakdown structure. Therefore, a control account represents:

• a defined scope of work scope
• and a single organizational unit given responsibility for work performance.

The pictorial representation of these relationships; i.e. control accounts, is often referred to as 
a Responsibility Assignment Matrix or RAM. This document serves two basic purposes:

• the verification that all work scope has been assigned to a responsible organization and
• if dollarized, that the sum of the resource values (budgets) provided to each control 

account equals or is reconcilable with the program target cost.

This latter requirement helps support the implementation of guidelines 2.2c and 2.2j.

 
RAMS can be presented in several different formats. The two most common are (a) a matrix 
with the WBS elements listed on one axis and the OBS listed on the other. Where there are 

WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE CONTRACTOR’S
ORG

SCHEDULE

STATEMENT
OF WORK

CONTRACT

ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM

General: 
Project No. 

Work 
Assignment 

Organization 
Number 

COIR51 02.01.A640.600.040 107.107.0080.IR0.043

PERFORMANCE
REPORTS

WBS ID

WBS ID 
AND/OR 
SOW # ORG ID

PROJ. ID

WBS ID

SKED. ID SKED. ID

ORG ID

CHARGE #

EVM DATA

ACTUALS
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control accounts assigned, there is some indication (possibly an “X” in the box) that there 
is a work and responsibility requirement established (control account). The second style of 
RAM is created using a spreadsheet with the WBS down the left-hand side and the columns 
containing information such as Control Account Manager’s (CAM) name and/organization; 
the title of the WBS element, the budget value assigned; other functional responsibilities 
above the CAM level, etc.

As will be discussed under guideline 2.2c, where it is not possible to establish a control 
account, the contractor may establish higher-level planning packages (sometime called 
Summary Level Planning Packages (SLPPs) for later disposition into CAs. As with the CA 
establishment, the SLPP requires both scope content and organizational responsibility. This 
capability ensures that all work is assigned to a responsible organization.

2.2 PLANNING, SCHEDULING, AND BUDGETING. 
The 10 guidelines in this section build on the implementation of the Organization guidelines. 
Now that the program work scope has been identified, the responsibility for completing that 
work is assigned to program organizations, and the management control structure (control 
accounts) is established, the implementation of the Planning, Scheduling and Budgeting 
guidelines creates the performance baseline against which progress will be measured and 
management actions implemented. 

2.2a. Schedule the authorized work in a manner which describes the sequence of work and 
identifies significant task interdependencies required to meet the requirements of the program.

This guideline requires the contractor to create a schedule for the authorized work. This schedule 
should sequence the work from start to finish; i.e. meet the requirements of the program which 
includes remaining within the contractual period of performance. Within this schedule, significant 
task relationships must be identified so that all work flows in an orderly manner.

What is implied in the wording of this guideline, when you consider the requirements of 
guideline 8; i.e. plan at the control account level, is that this schedule must be created, to the 
extent practical, at the control account level. If this is not possible, then far-term work can 
be planned at a higher level than the control account level. All authorized work must be in 
the schedule; conversely, unauthorized work must not be in the schedule. This ensures the 
integrity of the performance measurement baseline vis-à-vis the target cost of the contract.

The “sequence of work” must be logical. It does not make sense to schedule a segment of 
work to complete either later than when the work recipient downstream in the process needs 
to begin scheduled work (horizontal dependency) or later than the completion date for an 
upper-level milestone which is supported by the work (vertical dependency).

Per the guideline wording, it is not necessary to identify ALL interdependencies, only those 
that are considered to be “significant.” 

The industry standard has some very specific language relative to this guideline. Key 
program milestones and requirements are contained in the master schedule. In order for 
an organization to plan effectively, the master schedule must be extended into lower-level 
schedules. Lower level and ancillary plans are created and statused as required during the 
execution of the program. 

What is not covered in the standard is the need for the schedule to be networked. This is 
understandable since the standard is designed to support ALL applications of EVM. Smaller 
programs may not require the rigor of a networked schedule to be successful.

2.2b. Identify physical products, milestones, technical performance goals, or other indicators, 
that will be used to measure progress.

Although simple in statement, this guideline can be very difficult to implement. It requires 
the identification of measureable entities/events that will be used to establish program 
progress. At the master program level, this should include contractual/program milestones; 
e.g. deliveries, required reviews (PDR, CDR, etc), major interfaces with critical suppliers, etc. 
What is not stated but certainly is implied is that at the lower levels of the schedule hierarchy, 
progress indicators should represent physical progress towards completion of the program. 
Lower level schedule indicators, including work package earned value techniques should, 
based on vertical schedule integration and support status at the intermediate and master 
level schedules.
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The industry standard discusses this requirement in saying that supporting plans, including 
detail schedules and budgets, are subsequently developed, maintained, and statused as 
necessary during the performance phase of the program. It goes on to discuss the three 
basic earned value techniques (valued milestones, standard hours, and management 
assessment) that are applicable to discrete/work package efforts (efforts with definable 
scope and objectives that can be scheduled and on which progress can be measured). 

This “requirement” is ultimately met during the implementation of guideline 2.2e where work 
packages are established within the control accounts.

2.2c. Establish and maintain a time-phased budget baseline, at the control account level, 
against which program performance can be measured. Initial budgets established for 
performance measurement will be based on either internal management goals or the external 
customer negotiated target cost including estimates for authorized but undefinitized work. 
Budget for far-term efforts may be held in higher level accounts until an appropriate time 
for allocation at the control account level. If an over-target baseline is used for performance 
measurement reporting purposes, prior notification must be provided to the customer.

As one of the most critical of the 32 guidelines, guideline 2.2c contains four requirements:
• Create a plan, at the control account level, against which performance of that plan can be 

measured.
• The total value of this plan should be equal to either an internal goal established by the 

contractor or the total cost of the program negotiated with the customer. In both cases, 
this target should include any work that has been authorized but not yet negotiated.

• If it is not possible or practical to create control accounts for far-term effort, then 
higher-level planning packages must be created to include this scope in the plan. At the 
appropriate time, replace these higher-level planning packages with control account plans.

• Prior notification to the customer must be made if the proposed plan value is greater 
than the target established for the program.

There are a number of unstated requirements that are implied in the implementation of this 
guideline. The first is that performance measurement must occur at the control account level. 
The basic structure established under guideline 2.1e defines work scope and responsibility at 
this level. It would not make sense to evaluate work at a higher level than this. Second, there 
is no requirement to detail plan all of the authorized work at the control account level. Finally, 
if the performance plan total is greater than the established program target, no pre-approval 
of this value is required; only future notification. 

One item that is not mentioned but must be included in any discussion of this guideline 
is the concept of management reserve (MR). By inference, the established value for the 
performance measurement baseline must exclude any budget set aside for MR if the total 
is to equal the negotiated or agreed-to target for the program. Since control accounts and 
higher-level planning packages do not include MR, then in order to properly sum to the total, 
the delta can only be MR.

The industry standard amplifies on this guideline interpretation by specifying several 
requirements inherent in its implementation. First, setting a budget for a program involves 
allocation of resources for completing program objectives to the responsible/performing 
organizations. Second, a key attribute of an EVMS is that budget is provided for specific 
authorized work scope. Third, if a customer authorizes un-negotiated additional work, the 
organization may increase the total program budget for the newly authorized work. (More 
about this in the discussion of guideline 2.5a) Finally, the budget applied may be adjusted 
when the authorized change is finalized. The use of the word “may” seems to indicate that 
this adjustment is optional. However, failing to adjust for negotiation changes could cause 
the baseline to exceed this newly negotiated target value and result in an OTB for which 
prior notification is required. In the case of some government customers, not only is prior 
notification required but prior approval is necessary for successful implementation.

The bottom line relative to the implementation of this guideline is that the plan ultimately 
established must support schedule requirements (progress assessments against the 
plan), include all authorized work scope (the basis for both the schedule and the resource 
requirements) and sufficient and appropriate resources to complete the program scope. 
To verify these three relationships are properly established, most customers conduct an 
Integrated Baseline Review (IBR) of the PMB. The “success” of this review establishes a 
mutually-agreeable plan for the program between the customer and the contractor.
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NOTE: While this guideline only requires advance notification of an OTB implementation, 
there are a number of government organizations that require prior approval to be given. This 
is usually a contractual requirement and not an interpretation issue.

2.2d. Establish budgets for authorized work with identification of significant cost elements 
(labor, material, etc.) as needed for internal management and for control of subcontractors.

Now that the scope, schedule and resource requirements have been established, this 
guideline requires that the identified resources be converted into performance measurement 
budgets. This occurs through the application of labor rates, material prices, subcontract 
values, and other direct cost (ODC) values, which are then summarized to create the direct 
budget that will be BCWS. (The application of indirect rates and factors occurs under the 
implementation of guideline 2.2h.) This budget identification must occur for authorized 
work only. The contractor may identify other cost elements necessary for the effective 
management of work, for example, planned standards in the manufacturing process, but, 
ultimately, these must be converted into budget values for inclusion in the PMB.

What is not stated but certainly is implied in the implementation of this guideline is that all 
authorized work must be budgeted in some manner. This means that (a) work scope may not 
be authorized for execution without an appropriate/adequate budget value and (b) budget 
values, with the exception of management reserve (guideline 2.2i), may not be authorized 
without a related work scope. 

All of these actions must result in BCWS values, by element of cost, at either the control 
account level or within the higher-level planning packages.

The methodology by which this authorization takes place is established by the contractor. 
It may be a manual process with a standard form, often referred to as a “work authorization 
document,” an electronic process; i.e. email authorization, or any other effective means by 
which program management can formally communicate work authorization to the managers 
(CAMs, IPT Leads, FMs, SLPP managers). Whichever process is chosen, the authorization 
document(s) must contain the four basic elements needed for formal authorization: scope, 
schedule, resources, and responsibility assignment.

2.2e. To the extent it is practicable to identify the authorized work in discrete work packages, 
establish budgets for this work in terms of dollars, hours, or other measurable units. Where 
the entire control account is not subdivided into work packages, identify the far-term effort 
in larger planning packages for budget and scheduling purposes.

There are two requirements in this guideline. First, create work packages for the work scope 
authorized within the control account as far into the future as is practicable. This is often 
referred to as the “near-term” effort. The structure of these work packages is such that effective 
measurement of physical accomplishment is enabled. Each work package must contain an 
individual element of cost and be budgeted accordingly. Second, where it does not make sense 
to detail plan future effort, establish planning packages containing this work, appropriately 
resourced and valued. As the start date of these efforts approaches, they must be decomposed 
into individual work packages. This is the “rolling wave” or “planning horizon” concept that 
establishes the minimum number of days or months within which planning packages must be 
converted to work packages. This same concept holds true for higher-level planning packages 
with the future window farther out than it is for control accounts.

Implied in the wording of this guideline is that all authorized control account effort must be 
budgeted and time-phased in some manner. This budget must exist at the work package/
planning package level. This limitation, however, only applies to “discrete” effort within 
a control account. For control accounts containing level-of-effort (LOE) activities, their 
planning requirements are covered under guideline 2.2g. Finally, the wording of this guideline 
supports a contractor’s desire to budget labor work packages in other than hours. This allows 
the CAM to manage resources within the total value of the WP by using a different “mix” than 
was used to establish the budget.

The Industry Standard discusses this guideline in paragraph 3.5.10.  The title “Work Package” is a 
generic term that translates into different terms in different organizations and functions.  Whether 
it is a engineering design task, a manufacturing shop order, a subcontracted effort or a purchase 
order, it must contain “definable” effort.  If it is not definable, it is not a work package.
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A control account planning package contains the budget future work which cannot yet be 
planned in discrete work packages.  Its scope and resources are time-phased in support of 
upper-level schedules.  It will be converted to work packages as plans are refined and become 
clearer.

The timely and accurate establishment of control accounts, work packages and planning 
packages is critical to the effective implementation of an EVMS and the subsequent 
assessments of physical progress of work scope execution. The sooner the “near-term” 
portion of the PMB is created, the sooner valid performance measurement and analysis can 
commence.

2.2f. Provide that the sum of all work package budgets plus planning package budgets within 
a control account equals the control account budget.

This is the first of what I call the mechanical guidelines. It very simply states that when 
you have created work package and planning package budget for all the work authorized 
within the control account, the summation of their budgets must equal the value that was 
authorized to the CAM under guideline 2.2d.

By verifying that the value assigned to the CA (scope, schedule, resources/budgets) is the 
value that is time-phased into WPs and PPs this, a program plan at the working level that 
supports program/contract-level parameters (value, scope, and period of performance) is 
the result; e.g. the sum of the parts must equal the whole. Failure to do this could result in a 
program plan that does not correlate to the program requirements and, therefore, does not 
provide a common reference point for customer-supplier discussions or for accurate progress 
assessments. It may also result in over or under allocation of program budgets.

2.2g. Identify and control level of effort activity by time-phased budgets established for this 
purpose. Only that effort which is not measurable or for which measurement is impracticable 
may be classified as level-of-effort.

Some portion of the work scope on every program is either not measurable or does not 
provide a definable end product. These efforts are identified as “level of effort” (LOE) work 
and are planned accordingly. Just because they are “not measurable” does not mean that 
they are not “controlled.” This means that they must be time-phased and managed. 

Implied in this guideline (as in other guidelines) is that all authorized work must be budgeted 
in some manner. Guideline 2.2e discussed the need to plan authorized work in work packages 
and planning packages and this guideline addresses the need to plan the remaining work as 
LOE. Additionally, this effort, as with discrete effort, must be budgeted by element of cost. 
Finally, the fact that this guideline is included in the 32 indicates that it is OK to not measure 
all “measureable” work; i.e. work for which measurement is impracticable. For example, the 
delivery of monthly reports appears to be discrete; i.e. end products are created, but the 
administrative expense and small utility of the resulting data does not make it worthwhile to 
track these efforts discretely.

The industry standard contains very little language on the planning of LOE. It indicates only 
that the resource plan for unmeasured or LOE efforts may simply be a time-phased budget, 
scheduled within the time-frame that the support will most likely be needed. The planned 
value (BCWP) is earned by the passage of time and is equal to the budget (BCWS). The 
performance data provided by this method is simply a comparison of budget to actual cost.

Care must be taken when identifying work scope as LOE in two areas: (1) identifying work that 
is not measurable as discrete simply to improve the percentage of the PMB that is “measurable” 
and (2) identifying work that is measurable as LOE to avoid the requirement to measure and 
manage the effort. Either of these two situations will ultimately result in disillusionment with 
EVMS and EVM data that is distorted and less than useful to management.

2.2h. Establish overhead budgets for each significant organizational component for expenses 
that will become indirect costs. Reflect in the program budgets, at the appropriate level, the 
amounts in overhead pools that are planned to be allocated to the program as indirect costs.

The second of the four guidelines related to indirect cost discusses the need to create 
organizational budgets that are comparable to the expected costs for overhead expenses. 
As part of the baselining process, assign these budgets to programs using the same formula 
with which the associated indirect costs are expected to be allocated to the program. It is 
important to recognize that there is no set WBS or OBS level for the establishment of these 
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baseline budgets. It is at the discretion of the contractor as to where this allocation will take 
place. Normally, it occurs at the program level. It can also occur at any other level within 
the program (WBS element, CA, etc.) based on the approach the contractor chooses to 
take. This means that overhead budgets do not have to be allocated at the control account 
level. What ever level is chosen, the calculation of these budgets must be based on the rate 
structure current at the time of creation of the baseline.

As it was with guideline 2.2d, there is no specific guidance within the industry standard for 
this guideline.  There are several areas of discussion that apply to both direct and indirect 
budgets.  It requires that the budget rates be applied by an organization to establish a valid 
performance measurement baseline.  The use of “average rates” covering an extended period 
of time will distort the budgets both in the near and fat term. The performance measurement 
baseline is the total of all time-phased budgets of the control accounts and higher level 
accounts plus applicable indirect budgets and any undistributed budget.

It is important to note that the majority of EVMSs choose to “report” indirect costs at the 
control account level. This is not an indication that the actual indirect expenses (see guideline 
2.3d) are going to be allocated directly to individual control accounts. The process the 
contractor chooses to both allocate and report indirect budgets and costs is usually driven 
by both the Cost Accounting Standards Board (CASB) Disclosure Statement and the EVMS 
software tool used by the contractor and/or program.

2.2i. Identify management reserves and undistributed budget.

This is a very straight-forward guideline. It says that there is a requirement to identify how 
much budget has been set aside for future “unknown unknowns,” including risk management. 
It also says that the identification of budget that is associated with work scope but has not 
yet been delegated to responsible organizations for management and execution is required. 
Implicit in this requirement to identify undistributed budget (UB) is the need to identify the 
scope of work associated with the associated budget value. Since UB, by definition, is part of 
the PMB, then it must have a scope tied to the resources represented by the budget value.

What is not stated here are any limitations on the use of management reserve (MR) or an 
established time-frame for the distribution of UB into either SLPPs or CAs. Both of these 
concepts are covered under the interpretations of guidelines 2.5a and 2.5b.

The industry standard has quite a bit to say about this guideline.  It points out that a program 
organization may establish either or both a schedule and/or cost reserve. The purpose is to 
facilitate management control of the program.  MR is used to accommodate unexpected 
growth within the currently authorized scope of work.  It may also be used to accommodate 
rate changes, risk and opportunities or other program unknowns.  

Finally, the subject of UB is only mentioned to indicate that it is budget not yet assigned to 
control accounts or higher-level planning packages.  It is also not considered MR, since there 
is a scope of work associated with it.  UB is to be distributed as quickly as practicable.  (The 
“timeliness” of change incorporation is discussed under guideline 2.5a.)

MR is an important concept in the use of EVM data to manage programs.  Setting it aside at the 
beginning of the program provides flexibility to the program manager in establishing budgets as 
the work executes to accommodate unforeseen events.  By retaining this capability, the PM ensures 
that responsible organizations will be assigned a realistic budget against which to measure progress 
on the additional effort.  MR is not to be used to offset the effects of poor performance; i.e. issue 
additional budget to in-process or completed work to eliminate cost variances.

UB, on the other hand, represents work scope and budget either being added to or removed 
from the program. It is a holding account that provides the contractor the opportunity to 
complete the administrative process of budget distribution or withdrawal, which can take 
several months for large changes, while maintaining the required balance between the CBB 
and contract value. 

2.2j. Provide that the program target cost goal is reconciled with the sum of all internal 
program budgets and management reserves.

The second of the “mechanical” guidelines simply requires at the end of the baselining 
process that all of the budget values reconcile with the program total cost. This means that 
the sum of the direct budgets (whether at the CA of SLPP level) and the associated indirect 
budgets plus UB and MR is either equal to or reconciles with the recognized target cost of 
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the program. What is implied in this statement is that they don’t have to be equal as long as 
the program is able to account for the difference in the two totals.

From the industry standard, comes the statement that the value of the initial program budget is 
normally tied directly to the initial program cost estimates, the negotiated contract cost, or an 
internal management goal.  (Emphasis added.)  This statement supports the “reconcile” requirement 
of this guideline.  It is also says if a customer authorizes additional, unnegotiated work, the program 
may increase the total program budget as needed for this work.
 
This is the final step in establishing both the PMB and the CBB. Verification that the process has 
created a value that is recognized by both parties is important for two reasons: (1) it confirms for the 
customer that the contractor mutually recognizes the agreed-to value as being representative of the 
work scope negotiated and (2) it establishes an end-point value for the time-phased plan to execute 
the work on the program. Performance measurement against this value will provide meaningful data 
to both contractor and customer management from which to make programmatic decisions.

After implementation of these 15 guidelines, it is important to recognize that no program 
work has, in fact, been accomplished. At this point, an organization has been created to 
take responsibility for the authorized work that has been identified. An overall schedule, 
at the appropriate levels, has been created within which the responsible organization will 
execute the authorized scope. Resources necessary to complete the scope of work have 
been identified and authorized to the responsible organizations. Finally, progress assessment 
techniques have been identified for those work elements which will be accomplished in the 
near term. Other elements, such as indirect budgets, management reserve and undistributed 
budget (if any) have been identified and included in the final value of the plan. Now, 
execution of the program begins. This part of the EVM process is covered in the next three 
sections of the guidelines: Accounting Considerations, Analysis and Management Reports, 
and Revisions and Data Maintenance.

Obviously implementation of the first 15 guidelines does not happen in a guideline-sequential, 
step-by-step process. The establishment of the plan, identification of progress measures, 
work scope execution, progress assessment and analysis, including changes where needed, 
occur from the first day of work of the contract. This may also be the first day work actually 
commences. Because of this, it is important that this process be fully implemented as quickly 
and effectively as possible. It is also important to recognize that this is an iterative process, 
taking several months in some cases, and may require several cycles to finally arrive at the 
appropriate CBB and PMB value.
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SUMMARY 

 
In an upcoming issue of the 
Measurable News, I will discuss 
the other 17 guidelines in a similar 
fashion. If your have questions 
or comments on the content of 
this article, please contact me at 
tonyevm@earthlink.net.
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INTRODUCTION 

CALL FOR CPM SPONSORED RESEARCH PROPOSALS
By Kym Henderson
CPM, Vice President of Research and Standards

In 2010 CPM and the US Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) entered 
into a cooperative agreement whereby selected research theses being 
conducted by AFIT Cost Analysis students would be sponsored by CPM.  

The broad terms of the agreement were that for selected research topics the reasonable 
travel and accommodation costs for attendance at a CPM Conference would be reimbursed 
(to a maximum cost as may be determined by the Governing Board) provided:

• The completed thesis being made available to CPM for publication in the electronic 
library; 

• A paper summarizing the research and findings being prepared for publication in the 
Measurable News; and 

• The findings of the research project are presented at either the CPM Spring or Fall 
Conferences.

The research program with AFIT has been successful with two CPM sponsored research 
projects completed by AFIT students and a third research project currently in progress.

In 2012 the CPM Governing Board agreed to a proposal to extend the research offering with 
AFIT to the “world at large”.  The terms and conditions of the offer remain the same although 
for non-USA based researchers, the conference in which the research findings are to be 
presented will need to be separately agreed. 

This offer is suitable for students undergoing Masters or Doctoral research programs at 
recognized tertiary institutions on a topic “of interest to the EVM community”. 

The research thesis must be “of interest to the EVM community” as judged by the CPM 
Governing Board, at its sole discretion. While sponsored by CPM, the findings, conclusions 
reached and opinions expressed in the research thesis, Measurable News paper and any 
presentations made represent the views of the author(s) and not necessarily those of CPM. 

While there is no prescribed format for making application, an electronic e-mail submission 
to the Vice President of Research and Standards (kym.henderson@mycpm.org) and/or Gaile 
Argiro (ExecAdmin@mycpm.org) should include:

• The agreed research proposal or prospectus with the tertiary institution;
• A short (one page) biography; and
• A covering letter explaining the relevance of the research proposal to the EVM 

community.

Research proposals will be submitted for consideration by the CPM Governing Board 
whose decision with respect to a sponsoring as research proposal will be final, “with no 
correspondence being entered into”. 

This is a low cost exciting opportunity to extend the successful EVM research program 
pioneered with AFIT which will provide “triple win” opportunities for:

• CPM to promote EVM related research to the global community of practice;
• Researchers to have their  research theses and findings publicized to the EVM 

community; and
• The results of the CPM sponsored EVM research projects being made readily available to 

the global EVM community.
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ABSTRACT Subcontract CAMs are expected to understand the “what and why” of every 
aspect of the subcontracted work, so that they can forecast the impact on 
their program. This means that the subcontract plans must become part of 
the CAP (Control Account Plan). It also means that if the CPR/IPMR data is 
wrong, it is the CAM’s fault, since the CAM is managing the work. This article 
will provide guidance for planning and options for issues.

The purpose of an EVMS is to accurately portray the project plan, changes, status, costs, & 
forecast of the costs to complete the project, including all subcontracted work. The prime 
contractor is responsible for making sure that all data submitted to the customer is accurate, 
including the subcontractor data.

Customer reports are established in the Contract Data Requirements List (CDRL). In 
contracts that started after July 2012, the CDRL require the Integrated Program Management 
Report (IPMR). Prior to that time, the CDRL called out the Contract Performance Report 
(CPR). The IPMR makes some small changes to the CPR and adds the Integrated Master 
Schedule (IMS) as format 6 and an annual historical and forecast report as format 7. For the 
purpose of this article, the monthly report will be referred to as CPR/IPMR.

The role of a CAM is to accurately portray the same information for a Control Account to the 
PM so he/she can provide that information to the customer. 

As a Subcontract CAM, you are the subcontractor’s customer so you should expect the same 
type of information from the subcontractor that you are required to provide to your PM/
Customer. When planning the subcontract work, don’t forget to plan for the EVM oversight 
work (IBR, surveillance, report analysis, meetings, etc.) that will be required.

For the purpose of this paper, interdivisional work is treated the same as an outside company 
subcontract.

1. ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES
There are several roles required to manage a subcontract. They may all be handled by one 
person or handled by multiple people depending on the size of the company and the project. 
All roles may support Integrated Baseline Reviews (IBR’s), and Joint Surveillance Reviews as 
required.

1.1 Subcontract CAM 
The subcontract Control Account Manager (SC-CAM) is responsible for the planning and 
management of the Subcontract work. The subcontract CAM (SC-CAM) is not normally 
the subcontract manager (SC Mgr) but must support the SC Mgr to make sure that the 
requirements that are submitted to the subcontractor as part of the Request for Proposal 
(RFP) are correct and complete.

If you are the SC-CAM, you are expected to understand the “what and why” of every aspect 
of the subcontracted work, so that you can forecast the impact on your program.

This means that the subcontract plans must become part of your Control Account Plan (CAP) 
cost and schedule. The subcontractor’s status and forecasts are your status and forecasts.

To do that, you need to have provided the subcontractor with budget and schedule targets 
and reporting requirements (SSDRL) that will enable you to stay informed as to status of the 
subcontracted work.

UNDERSTANDING CAM REQUIREMENTS FOR 
SUBCONTRACT EV FLOW DOWN AND MANAGEMENT
By Mark Infanti, Sr.
EVM Consultant, SM&A Inc.
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If the subcontractor fails to provide you with the information you need, you must understand 
your options, such as, rejecting the report, asking for it to be resubmitted or writing an 
overview for the Program CPR/IPMR that explains why you do not agree with the SC.

Subcontract CAM Responsibilities
• Ensures successful execution of EV management at the company level, and manages 

subcontractor use of EV at the Control Account level within contractual parameters.
• Works with the subcontractor planners as required to ensure the integrity of the 

schedule.
• Leads monthly Variance Reviews .
• Reviews and approves the subcontractor LRE/EAC and Variance Analysis for validity 

using monthly EVM metrics 
• Monitors subcontractor corrective actions and drives issues to closure
• Review reports required by the Subcontract Data Requirement Lists (SDRLs) and 

approves/rejects them as necessary.
• Understands subcontractor authorized contractual scope and engages support 

organizations when contract modifications are perceived as potential scope changes.
• Analyzes and utilizes EVM metrics/reports and implements proactive corrective actions 

as related to the subcontractor submitted CPR/IPMR.
• Understands schedule flow and impacts of progress assessments to the critical path or 

near critical path activities.
• Determines and provides assessments of the financial impacts of subcontractor program 

risks and opportunities for the company.
• Supports IBRs, and Joint Surveillance Reviews as required.

1.2 Subcontract Manager (SCM)
The SCM is a Supply Chain resource that manages the contractual elements within the 
Subcontract. He/she is the only individual with the authority to provide contractual direction 
to the subcontractor.

1.3 Subcontract Finance
These are the financial resources that are supporting the Integrated Supply Chain through 
review and reconciliation of Change Orders and various letters providing subcontract 
direction; reconciling all shared databases including Invoices, Award Fee Plan, Change Order 
Log, Funding and Value Analysis, etc.

Subcontract Finance gathers all data from the subcontractor and incorporates it into your 
internal company reporting formats. In coordination with the SC-CAM, SC Finance modifies 
SC CPR/IPMR data in the company database when the SC CPR/IPMR is rejected

2. SUBCONTRACT AWARD AND PROGRAM EXECUTION CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 Understand the Flow-Down Requirements to Subcontractors

2.1.1 Basic Requirements 
• An Earned Value Management System (EVMS) in compliance with ANSI/EIA-748 is 

required on all cost or incentive contracts equal to or greater than $20M.
• A formally validated and accepted EVMS is required for cost or incentive contracts equal 

to or greater than $50M.
• EVM is discouraged for Firm-Fixed Price (FFP) contracts (but may still be justified by 

risk, visibility, or criticality) 
• EVM may be imposed on contracts less than $20M as a risk-based decision of the 

program manager based on a cost/benefit analysis.
• An IBR is required for all subcontracts >$20m

 
Note: The SOW shall not contain guidance or direction that conflicts with, removes, or adds 
work scope to the contractor’s validated EVMS (you can request additional information as 
long as it does not require a change to the validated system)
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2.1.2. Data!Requirements!
• Prior to July 2012 the Contract Performance Report (CPR) (Data Item 

Description (DID) number DI-MGMT-81466A) and an Integrated Master 
Schedule (IMS) (DID number DI-MGMT-81650) were required whenever EVM 
is required (contracts equal to or greater than $20M).  As of July 2012 an 
Integrated Project Management Report (IPMR DID number DI-MGMT-81861 
(20 Jun 2012)) is required for EVMS reporting.  The IPMR includes the IMS 
(format 6) and an annual baseline report (format 7). 

• The Subcontract Data Requirements List for contracts $50M or greater requires 
all five CPR (DI-MGMT-81466) formats or all seven IPMR (IPMR,  DI-MGMT-
81861) formats depending on the effective date of the prime contract. 

• The CPR/IPMR SDRL for contracts less than $50M may tailor down the DID to 
accommodate program needs. 

• A product-oriented Contract Work Breakdown Structure (CWBS) in accordance 
with the DoD WBS Standard (MIL-STD-881C) and the CWBS DID (DID number 
DI-MGMT-81334B) is mandatory when EVM is implemented on contracts 
issued since Oct 2011.     

• The prime contract CDRL defines the monthly report and the subcontractor 
should use the same report.  If the prime is using a CPR then even a 
subcontract issued after July 2012 should use the CPR.   

2.2 Data Requirements
• Prior to July 2012 the Contract Performance Report (CPR) (Data Item Description (DID) 

number DI-MGMT-81466A) and an Integrated Master Schedule (IMS) (DID number DI-
MGMT-81650) were required whenever EVM is required (contracts equal to or greater 
than $20M). As of July 2012 an Integrated Project Management Report (IPMR DID 
number DI-MGMT-81861 (20 Jun 2012)) is required for EVMS reporting. The IPMR includes 
the IMS (format 6) and an annual baseline report (format 7).

• The Subcontract Data Requirements List for contracts $50M or greater requires all 
five CPR (DI-MGMT-81466) formats or all seven IPMR (IPMR, DI-MGMT-81861) formats 
depending on the effective date of the prime contract.

• The CPR/IPMR SDRL for contracts less than $50M may tailor down the DID to 
accommodate program needs.

• A product-oriented Contract Work Breakdown Structure (CWBS) in accordance with the 
DoD WBS Standard (MIL-STD-881C) and the CWBS DID (DID number DI-MGMT-81334B) 
is mandatory when EVM is implemented on contracts issued since Oct 2011.  

• The prime contract CDRL defines the monthly report and the subcontractor should use 
the same report. If the prime is using a CPR then even a subcontract issued after July 
2012 should use the CPR. 

2.2 Pre-Award Phase
1. If you tie reporting to fee incentives or awards you are more likely to get the CPR/IPMR 

on time & complete. (do not incentivize BCWP as it will lead to poor data)
2. In addition to flowing down the Statement of Work (SOW) and the monthly reporting 

requirements in the form of Subcontracts Data Requirements List (SDRL), you must also 
flow-down:  
• The appropriate EVMS clause:  

 – (1) Non DoD; FAR 52.234-2, 52.234-3, 52.234-4;  
 – (2) Department of Defense (DoD): DFARS clause 252.242-7001, and DFARS clause 
252.242-7002.  

• Program specific processes, work instructions or expectations necessary to ensure 
EV disciplines can be integrated and performed efficiently in support of customer 
requirements.  

Note: Subcontractors that have Government validated EVM Systems and proven EV 
tools must be allowed, unless otherwise agreed to contractually (PO), to use their own 
processes and tools to meet the prime contract requirements. 

3. The Subcontract CPR/IPMR variance thresholds need to be the same or preferably 
tighter than the prime contract thresholds
• This is for CV, SV, and VAC for current period and cumulative to date
• Threshold for significant changes (Format 3) should also match the prime contract 

thresholds
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4. Make sure there is a subcontract requirement for “bottoms up” or “comprehensive” EAC 
in time for your needs.
• Consider having it submitted one month before the prime contract “bottoms up EAC” 

is performed
• This requirement will vary with the SC type and size

5. Should you tailor the CPR/IPMR?
• Maybe Formats 1, 3 & 5 are all you need (for contracts <$50m)
• Do you want the data first (Formats 1-4&6) and the variance analysis (Format 5) later 

so you have time to analyze the data before the full report is available?
• Do you want to define that the subcontractor Performance Measurement Baseline 

(PMB) Log is submitted to you each month?
6. Document / Initiate Subcontract schedules and program logs including the following:

• Draft the initial cost reporting plan to cover the period between contract award & 
subcontractor IBR (major subcontractors need separate control accounts) 

• Define the schedule for subcontractor CPR/IPMR submittal & integrated master 
schedule (IMS) updates 

• Define the program directions and procedures for issuing authorized un-priced work 
(AUW) to a subcontractor 

• Define the program process to incorporate subcontractor AUW into the program 
CPR/IPMR

• Define the program process to incorporate subcontractor UB into the program CPR/
IPMR

• Define the program plan for EV management of rework / replacement at the 
subcontractor 

• Finalize & release the program level subcontract management plan after contract 
award

7. Establish how the subcontracted work elements will integrate in the CWBS. 

2.3 Subcontract Award phase
There are several items that may have changed between RFP and award. Review, change and 
communicate all these items to the subcontractor.
Define the roadmap to Integrated Baseline Review to cover both the programs and 
Subcontractors steps and expectations 

1. Define interfacing milestones & reconcile between subcontractor SOW, subcontractor 
IMS & program IMS 

2. Incorporate subcontractor critical path and interfacing milestones from respective IMS 
into program IMS and determine the schedule integration method

3. Chair / conduct subcontractor IBR ~ participate in lower tier subcontractor IBRs as 
required 

4. Request the subcontractor to submit a revised time-phased budget 
5. Revise the programs IMS and EAC for the actual negotiated values 

2.4 Program Execution Phase
When the project starts it will be necessary to review and distribute the subcontractor EV 
cost and schedule data to the SC MGR, SC Finance and scheduling. All changes identified in 
the award phase, now have to be executed.

1. Update & evaluate revision of subcontractors IMS & reconcile key milestones with 
program’s IMS.

2. Review & analyze subcontractors CPR/IPMR. 
3. Review all subcontractor change request activity for completeness & impact on program 

performance measurement baseline (PMB). 
4. Provide feedback to subcontractor on any insufficient / inadequate data elements in 

subcontractor CPR/IPMR or change requests. 
5. Evaluate the need for additional budget from management reserve (MR) per program 

guidance. 
6. Prepare & process change requests to program PMB as required.
7. Update EAC for subcontractor control account per program EAC process. 
8. Factor & incorporate subcontractors CPR/IPMR data into program CPR/IPMR. 
9. Perform surveillance review(s) as required per EV system description & program 

guidance. 
10. Upon completion of subcontractor control account(s), notify program manager and 

request close-out of control account(s). 
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3. SUBCONTRACTOR ANALYSIS AND OVERSIGHT

3.1 SC-CAM review of the First Subcontractor CPR/IPMR
The contract is issued, the CAP for each subcontractor is planned, the work has started 
and you receive the subcontractors first CPR/IPMR. This is an opportunity to establish the 
working relationship with the subcontractor. Now is the time to set the standards for this 
relationship clearly and definitively. 

Every month make sure reporting was done according to the SDRL:
• Delivered on time?
• Completely filled out?
• All the fields match or correlate?
• All changes are accounted for?
• The baseline matches guidance?
• The EAC is reasonable?
• Variance analysis is complete with root cause analysis? 

The following is a flowchart that summarizes the CPR/IPMR data review process. The 
flowchart does not address the IPMR format 6 or 7. Format 6 is the IMS which needs to be 
reviewed by the scheduler based on the manner for schedule integration defined with the 
subcontractor. Format 7 is an annual baseline report that will follow the same logic but is only 
once a year.

Notice that in every case where something is incorrect, the first step is to call the 
subcontractor.

Many times the issue is easily explained and fixed but a phone call (followed up/documented 
by an email) is the quickest and most accurate way to determine that.

3.2 What if the CPR/IPMR is not complete or has Erroneous Data?
After following the previous flow and determining that the report came in on time and was 
completed properly, it is necessary to do a data review. 

The next flowchart takes you through a series of questions and then leads you to a next tier 
flowchart that discusses the resulting actions.

ISSUE RESOLUTION PROCESS

Subcontract EV Flow down and Management                                                             March 2013 

 
Page 9 of 15 

 

  

To determine if the CPR/IPMR is prepared properly and has valid data, use this review checklist: 

• Includes the required formats (1 thru 6) per the SDRL 
• Header information is filled out and signed on Format 1 and filled out on remaining Formats 
• Contract BAC, dates, and changes match authorization 
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To determine if the CPR/IPMR is prepared properly and has valid data, use this review 
checklist:

• Includes the required formats (1 thru 6) per the SDRL
• Header information is filled out and signed on Format 1 and filled out on remaining 

Formats
• Contract BAC, dates, and changes match authorization
• Contract dates match authorization
• Baseline matches authorization
• BCWP & ACWP reasonable compared to the baseline and progress meetings 

Format 1:
• Contract cost (5.b + 5.c) and Management Estimated Cost At Completion CBB (6.c col2) 

and BAC (8.g col14) must match
• Most Likely EAC (6.c col1) must reconcile to current LRE (8.e col15). This means 

explaining why they are not the same.
• Check that this relationship is valid CTC + AUW = CBB = PMB + MR 

Format 2:
• Current and cumulative BCWS,BCWP,ACWP, BAC,EAC totals must match Format 1

Format 3:
• Block 5.j should match the end of the PMB
• (Block 6.a col2) + (Block 6.a col3) + (Block 6.d col3) = Block 6.c col1

Format 4:
• Periods in Block 5 col4 thru col14 should match the periods in Format 3
• Normally provided as equivalent people in whole numbers 

Format 5:
• All variances address the root cause
• There is a comprehensive program overview

All changes are explained, including MR, UB, and AUW 

#1 SUBCONTRACTOR EAC UNACCEPTABLE - DECISION TREE

Subcontract EV Flow down and Management                                                             March 2013 
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#2 SUBSCONTRACTOR END DATE UNACCEPTABLE - DECISION TREE

Subcontract EV Flow down and Management                                                             March 2013 
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#3 SUBCONTRACTOR CHANGES ISSUES - DECISION TREE

Subcontract EV Flow down and Management                                                             March 2013 
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CONCLUSION 

#4 SUBCONTRACTOR TREND ANALYSIS ISSUES - DECISION TREE 

Subcontract EV Flow down and Management                                                             March 2013 
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3.3 Options for dealing with Subcontract Non-Conformance
In every case the first step is to contact the subcontractor. Make sure that there is no 
misunderstanding. Make sure the subcontractor understands the issue and the significance 
and then ask for their help.
If the subcontractor is willing to correct the issue but there is insufficient time before you 
have to report you can; 

• Change the data in your customer report and add an explanation of what was changed 
and why (in format 5)

• Use the data as is in your customer report explaining the issue and state that it will be 
changed in next month’s report (in format 5)

If the subcontractor does not agree with you that there is an issue, formally inform the 
subcontractor of your intentions to;

• Change the data and add an explanation of what was changed and why
• Use the data as is and explain your position

Non-conformance is less likely to be an issue if there are fee incentives or payment withholds 
in the subcontract for accuracy and timeliness issues.

If there are non-conformance issues with the subcontractor, your options are;
• Discuss with your customer
• Reject the CPR/IPMR 
• Issue a SCAR (Subcontract Corrective Action Request)
• Issue a formal letter of concern or adequate assurance
• Ask for a review by DCMA

Managing subcontractors is complex. The objective of subcontractor management is to make 
sure that the subcontractor delivers the product or service you need for your program on 
time and within budget. EVMS supports that objective very well but requires a standardized 
process that both you and the subcontractor understand and follow. 

The key to making this work is communication. Communication must be clear and constant. Make 
sure your requirements are clearly communicated in the RFP. Then reinforce those requirements 
with constant communication regarding the satisfaction level you have with the subcontractor. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Mark‘s experience with Earned Value Management began in the aerospace industry. Mark has supported 
hundreds of projects in the public and private sectors and wrote a book on EVM that was used to train a 
project management software company team in the 1980’s. 

For over 30 years, Mark has been in the project management field as a project analyst, EVM consultant, 
technical sales support, implementation consultant, Engineering Procurement Constructor project controls 
manager and marketing manager for EVM tools.

 
Mark Infanti, Sr. 
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INTRODUCTION A successful collaborative initiative between many project management 
professional associations occurred in 2012 with the objective of “re-energising” 
interest in project controls and Earned Value Management in Australia. 

The initiative has demonstrated the benefits that can be obtained from positive collaboration 
between professional bodies which included the:

• College of Performance Management;
• PMI Sydney and Canberra Chapters;
• PMOZ Conference and PMGlobal (a not for profit organisation advocating project 

management in Australia); and
• EVM Europe Association.

The tangible outcomes of this initiative have been: 
• Support to the PMOZ Conference held in Melbourne in August 2012 which included:

 – A keynote presentation across the combined project management and systems 
engineering conferences by Prof. Pierre Bonnal on “An Overview of and Lessons 
Learned from the CERN Large Hadron Collider” project which covered the scientific, 
engineering and project controls aspects of this extraordinary 6.9 billion Swiss Franc 
project.  
The discussion on the recent release by CERN of the results of experiments which 
have concluded that a “particle consistent with the Higgs Bosun” had been detected 
was particularly informative as was discussion on the practical application of particle 
accelerators where the point was made that most are in hospitals around the world 
and used to treat cancers.

 – Speaker Ms. Lisa Wolf presenting on “Lessons Learned from Internal Project 
Surveillance”. Lisa is the Earned Value Management Focal point at Booz Allen 
Hamilton, which has a target market of large US Federal Government acquisition 
programs.

 – Presentation by Kym Henderson on a “Practical Focus on Earned Schedule” 
which covered how to implement the Earned Schedule extension to Earned Value 
Management. 

 – Pierre and Lisa also participated in a “Grill the Experts” panel session which was at 
times serious, but also on occasion quite humorous which canvassed a wide variety of 
topical project management subjects from audience questions.

• A “full-house” PMI Sydney Chapter meeting on 21st August at the Castlereagh Hotel, 
Sydney where Pierre also presented an overview and lessons learned from the CERN 
Large Hadron Collider Project. His presentation is available for download at the CERN 
website at: https://edms.cern.ch/file/1235335/1/2012-08-21_PMISydneyChapterMeeting_
pBonnal_slides_v1.pptx 

• Professor Bonnal has no objection to the re-use of the Power point .pptx source file provided 
that it is for not-for-profit purposes and there is full and proper attribution of source.

• Ms. Lisa Wolf conducted a PMI Sydney Chapter education event on “Lessons Learned 
from Internal Project Surveillance” at Chapter sponsor Paxus’ premises in North Sydney 
on 20th August to an enthusiastic audience.

Kym Henderson also conducted two PMI Sydney Chapter education events: Applying Earned 
Value Concepts to Commercial [IT] Projects on 25th August and Earned Schedule Master 
Class on 1st September. 

The group travelled to Canberra where Professor Bonnal presented to a large PMI Canberra 
Chapter audience on case study “Project Control 2.0 — How to Implement a Deliverable-
Oriented Earned Value Management (EVM) Framework.” This case study was derived from 
CERN’s experience in managing large-scale accelerator projects, including the Large Hadron 
Collider project.

JOINT INITIATIVE TO RE-ENERGISE INTEREST IN EVM 
AND PROJECT CONTROLS IN AUSTRALIA
By Kym Henderson
CPM, Vice President of Research and Standards
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As well as the advocacy of EVM and the benefits of effective project controls to the various 
forums in Australia, follow-on initiatives have included invitations for the:

• Incoming CPM President, Mr. Gary Troop being invited to present a keynote address to 
the re-established Australian Performance Management symposium, renamed the PM 
Global Governance and Controls Symposium which is being held in Canberra on the 10th 
April 2013.  Symposium details are available at http://wired.ivvy.com/event/GCSM13/.

• An invitation for Ms. Lisa Wolf to keynote at the inaugural Project Management Institute 
Australia (PMI AUS) National Conference being held at the Darling Harbour Convention 
Centre in Sydney on 1st to 3rd May 2013. Conference details are available from http://
www.pmi.org.au/.

Details of the PMOZ 2013 conference which is also being held in Melbourne Australia from 
18th – 18th September 2013 are available from http://www.pmoz.com.au/. 

Pierre and Lisa acknowledged the role of all of the project management professional 
associations in making their visit to Australia possible. They also very positively acknowledged 
the hospitality and interest in their topics that was always forthcoming as well as the depth of 
knowledge that was evident from the questions they were asked. They were also effusive in 
their thanks to the PMI Sydney Chapter for hosting their first visit to Australia.

 
Conference and Events Highlights

The PMOZ “Grill the Experts Panel” 
From left to right, Bob McGannon 
and Professor Lynn Crawford from 
Australia, Professor Pierre Bonnal 
from Switzerland, Ms. Lisa Wolf 
from the USA and Peter Taylor from 
the United Kingdom.

(L) PMI Sydney Chapter Marketing 
Director, Gus Sabatino, Kym 
Henderson, Lisa Wolf with Paxus 
executives Veronica Moran and 
Stephen Tompkins during a break at 
the Lessons Learned from Internal 
Project Surveillance class. Paxus is 
a sponsor for PMI Sydney Chapter 
Education events by providing the 
extraordinary venue at their North 
Sydney office.

(R) The “Lessons Learned From 
Internal Project Surveillance Class” 
in the Paxus training room trying to 
focus on the topic being presented 
rather than the amazing views of 
the City, Harbour Bridge and Opera 
House from the full length window 
at the rear of the classroom.
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Visit to the Healesville Sanctuary, 
Victoria Australia

(L) Mother koala and her 6 month 
old “Joey” (baby) on only its second 
day outside mother’s pouch poked 
its head out for lunch in the most 
memorable moment of the trip.

(R) An Australian red tailed black 
cockatoo “saying G’day” to Lisa 
Wolf.

(L) An Australian wedge-tailed 
eagle on the alert for its next piece 
of food during a demonstration of 
Australian bird life.

(R) Pierre Bonnal in discussion 
with a wallaby. There are about 30 
species of wallaby which are “small 
kangaroos.”

 
Highlights from Sydney, Australia

(L) Pierre Bonnal admiring Bronte 
Beach, Sydney on a clear winter’s day.

(R) Darling Harbour, Sydney which 
is the location of the Sydney 
Convention Centre where the 
inaugural PMI Australia National 
Conference will be held from 1st to 
3rd May 2013. 
See http://www.pmi.org.au/

(L) A very attentive “full house” 
PMI Sydney Chapter audience at 
the Castlereagh Hotel listening to 
some of the finer points of “particle 
physics”, “the discovery of a particle 
consistent with the elusive Higgs 
bosun” as well as learning some 
lessons from the CERN Large 
Hadron Collider project from 
Professor Pierre Bonnal.

(R) Professor Pierre Bonnal making 
a point during the final presentation 
of his visit to the large PMI Canberra 
Chapter audience. PMI Canberra 
was particularly appreciative of 
being included in the initiative.
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(L) Kym Henderson and Lisa Wolf 
on the forecourt of the Sydney 
Opera House.

(R) Above: Lisa Wolf and Pierre 
Bonnal inside the Sydney Opera 
House waiting for “South Pacific” 
to start. Sydney Harbour and 
the Royal Botanic Gardens are in 
the background. Below: Sydney 
Harbour Bridge at night from inside 
the Sydney Opera House.

(L) The Australian – American 
Memorial at the Russell Offices, 
(Headquarters of the Australian 
Defence Force) Canberra depicting 
an American eagle with the 
explanatory plaque at the base of 
the monument.

(R) The Australian War Memorial 
in the foreground, ANZAC Parade 
and part of the Lake Walter Burley 
Griffin which is named after the 
American town planner from 
Chicago who won the international 
competition to produce the design 
for Canberra. Old Parliament House 
and New Parliament House which 
was opened in the Australian 
Bicentennial year of European 
settlement in 1988 are in the 
background. (ANZAC is an acronym 
for Australian and New Zealand 
Army Corps which was formed in 
Egypt in 1915 and fought at the 
unsuccessful Battle of Gallipoli in 
Turkey during World War I.)
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Sometimes a project is just a list of tasks to complete but the order and 
completion date for each task is not important. For example, suppose 
the project is to install equipment at ten sites over a year. There are no 
dependencies between the sites other than the team doing the work. The 
team decides which site is next considering weather, customer controlled 
accessibility, equipment on hand, etc. The only schedule milestone is “ten 
sites completed”. Exactly when each site is visited and in what order is not 
important and cannot be determined beforehand due to external factors.

HOW CAN WE APPLY EVM TO THIS SCENARIO?

If we make each site or site work a control account we lose some flexibility. Control accounts 
have timeframes and if the work is not done at the time planned we end up with schedule 
variances that are not important since the goal is ten sites in one year, not which site in which 
month. We also create paperwork since work authorization dates will need revisions if they 
are to keep up with reality. 

Another approach is to make each site a planning package, but that is only a partial solution. 
Planning packages need to have timeframes so that each contributes to the time phased 
budget that becomes the EVM Performance Measurement Baseline (PMB). 

A better approach might be to make each site visit a work package within an overall control 
account for the year’s work. Schedule variances don’t have to be computed at the work 
package level; work packages just plan BCWS (Budgeted Cost of Work Scheduled) and 
record BCWP (Budgeted Cost of Work Performed).

Each site can have BCWS (PV) appearing in the month(s) when work is thought to occur 
during our project planning. This will spread the Control Account budget within the 12 
months and ten sites as each site appears in the control account plan. When each site is 
actually visited some or all of its BCWP will be recorded reflecting the current state of 
progress at the site. Some sites might be visited months early, others months late. Some site 
work might be interrupted to go to another site with sudden and very limited accessibility. It 
is likely none of the sites will be visited per the plan as shown in the distribution of BCWS.

Regardless, the control account BCWP (EV, earned value) and BCWS are totaled month by 
month. The resulting values show how progress is being made toward to goal of ten sites in 
12 months. If three sites were planned to be done, but three different sites were completed 
the control account is still on schedule as 30% of the plan toward all sites was completed, 
and there is no schedule variance. 

This is really just an implementation of “percent units complete” using monthly BCWS and 
BCWP instead of percent complete times control account BAC. It has the advantage of 
recording progress more accurately since we can record partial site completion as might 
occur if work is interrupted and another site-work initiated. The use of site specific work 
packages provides additional visibility into which sites were visiting and not visited. Also, as 
work packages there is no need record costs site by site, although that could be done.

If you find you need to complete tasks within a fixed timeframe but with no specified order 
or dependency then creating a work package for each task might add EV accuracy without 
creating false variances.

 
This article first appeared in 
October 2012 issue of The EVM 
Newsletter™ and is reprinted with 
permission.

PERFORMING EVM WITHOUT A SCHEDULE
By Ray W. Stratton, EVP
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website: www.CBTWorkshop.com     phone: 888•644•5613

Let The CBT Workshop Assist You!

Staff Augmentation

Tools Implementation and Training

  Skilled EVMS Planners, Schedulers, Program Control 
Analysts, Estimators, and EVMS Consultants

  Short or Long Term Assignments
  Contract-to-hire personnel

We have EVMS tools experts who can implement, train, 
integrate, and migrate EVMS data in the following tools:

  Microsoft Project and Project Server
  Deltek MPM, wInsight, Cobra, Open Plan
  Primavera

Everyone is Looking for Skilled 
EVMS Resources…We Have Them

EVMS Services

Web Based EVMS Training

  EVMS Gap Analysis
  System Description Design and Development
  Desktop Operating Procedures 
  IBR Preparation and Dispositioning
  CAM Training and Mock Interviews

  EVMS Fundamentals and EVMS Advanced training, 
testing, and certification.

Call UsToday!
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Note: Barry Schuler, CPM VP of 
Conference and Events, is planning 
a Webinar to preview EVM World 
2013, prior to May.

INTRODUCTION The theme for this year’s Project Performance Management Workshop, 
EVM World 2013, is: Finding Opportunities. Last year the theme was setting 
the baseline; now that we have a baseline, we can identify opportunities to 
perform more efficiently and identify risks that will decrease efficiency. 

This year is all about opportunities. I have found that programs, at least on paper, are 
better at identifying and managing risk than they are in finding and taking advantage of 
opportunities. So taking some time to focus on the process of finding and implementing 
opportunities is a great place to start for improving program efficiency.

The first step in identifying opportunities is to exercise our imagination through gaining new 
perspectives on how we see the world around us; we take this first step with the EVM World 
2013 day one keynote speaker - Governor Howard Dean. As an experienced politician Gov. 
Dean will share with us his views of politics and business, expanding our view of the world 
around us. The theme continues with our Day 2 speaker - Russell Matney, Areva Corporation, 
describing the implementation of Earned Value Management at Areva. On day three keynote 
speaker, Walt Lipke, will discuss the 10 year journey of defining and advancing the use of 
Earned Schedule.

TOPICAL WORKSHOPS
The Topical Workshops continues the theme of Finding Opportunities with six workshops 
including topics such as measuring performance on sustainment work, incorporating 
technical performance measures into EVM, and incorporating EVM data into an integrated 
cost and schedule risk analysis.  Each workshop presenter will lay the groundwork for his 
or her topic by presenting original, innovative ideas, opinions gleaned from industry-insider 
interviews, and/or results of EVMS practitioner surveys.  Workshop attendees will be engaged 
to provide their input on possible strategies or approaches to Finding Opportunities within 
the topic being presented.

PRACTICE SYMPOSIA
The Practice Symposia continues the theme of Finding Opportunities by presenting and 
discussing lessons learned and best practices on implementing EVM, updates on recent 
developments, and integrating project performance management with other management 
techniques. The Practice Symposia provides the bridge from EVM theory into your real world 
practice with case studies, research, new developments, innovative ideas, and what works. 
This year the Practice Symposia provides additional options for finding opportunities with 
specialist topical Earned Schedule and Agile and EVM Tracks.

EARNED SCHEDULE TRACK 
As well as appropriately acknowledging the 10th anniversary of the development of the 
Earned Schedule extension to EVM by Mr. Walt Lipke, this track will discuss lessons learned 
on implementing Earned Schedule and integrating with EVM and other project planning and 
control techniques. Presentations include:

• Research findings on the use of Earned Schedule on US Air Force Major Defense 
Acquisition Programs (MDAPs) by an AFIT Master’s student, Captain Kevin Cumrine.

• The European experience with researching and implementing Earned Schedule presented 
by Mr. Stephan Vandevoorde from Belgium 

• Latest developments with the Earned Schedule – Longest Path by Walt Lipke and the use 
of Earned Schedule with Agile projects by Robert Van De Velde, Ph.D, PMP from Canada.

• Separate from, but aligned to, Earned Schedule objectives, will be a presentation by Ms. 
Carissa Carter from DCMA and Yancy Qualls on emerging techniques used by DCMA to 
independently predict project duration. 

EVM WORLD 2013
By Barry Schuler
CPM, Vice President of Conference and Events
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AGILE AND EVM TRACK
This year’s EVM World will include an “AGILE+EVM” practice symposium track. EVM 
has traditionally been applied to waterfall type development with fixed scope and fixed 
technical requirements. Agile development continuously reviews both scope and technical 
requirements to keep pace with the customer’s evolving environment. How can EVM apply to 
Agile development? How can Agile development embrace EVM? The AGILE+EVM track will 
address these questions. It will begin with “What is agile?” and end with a panel discussion 
and audience discussions with the presenters.

GOVERNMENT TRACK
We are all facing the challenges of existing budget constraints and restrictions on travel but 
none more so than our government colleagues.  Despite those challenges, and with a little 
bit of innovative thinking regarding how their presentations may be delivered remotely to 
the conference audience, we have put together an impressive lineup of speakers.  Included 
in the list of potential government speakers is Gordon Kranz, Deputy Director, EVM, PARCA 
OSD, who will provide an update of activities within his organization; Karen Richey, GAO, will 
discuss the latest GAO audit findings regarding EVM; Jerald Kerby, NASA and co-chair of the 
NDIA CAIWG, will speak on the latest activities regarding that civilian agency working group, 
and David Laumbach, from the University of Colorado’s Laboratory for Atmospheric and 
Space Physics (LASP), will speak about the challenges of implementing EVM in a laboratory 
environment. To round out the Government Track, we are also hoping to have a joint DCMA/
Accenture presentation and demonstration of the new DCMA data analysis tool being 
developed by Accenture.  

PRE-WORKSHOP SESSIONS
There are multiple sessions that occur the afternoon before the start of the proceedings.

First is a workshop on project surveillance:  The Teaming Approach to Project Surveillance: 
What’s in it for We?, instructed by Lisa Wolf, the Earned Value Management (EVM) Focal 
Point for Booz Allen Hamilton. This 4-hour course will discuss the trials and tribulations 
of defying the confrontational “battleground approach” to project surveillance with 
methods that work in a cost-effective and efficient way. Attendees will leave with practical 
templates, tips, and tricks for surveillance behaviors, planning, execution, and monitoring and 
controlling. Attendees must indicate that they want to attend this workshop on their EVM 
World 2013 registration form - hurry, seating is limited. 

There are also two sessions the afternoon before the proceedings that do not need 
pre-registration. One is the Fundamentals of Project Management, to give new project 
professionals an understanding of project management principles, and a New Comers 
orientation, where the proceedings are reviewed to help you get the most from the EVM 
World 2013 offerings.

From the entire CPM Governing Board, we hope to see you at EVM World 2013. Don’t forget 
that in addition to a vibrant program of speakers and topics there are over 25 exhibitors with 
the latest in program controls products and services and tons of opportunities to network 
with the world leaders in project performance management. Plan your travel accordingly as 
there are two sessions prior to the start of the proceedings and a box lunch on day three of 
the conference - all details can be found at the CPM website (www.mycpm.org), and follow 
us on twitter at #EVMWORLD2013.
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Proposal Support

EVMS Staff
Augmentation

EVMS Compliance
Review Preparation

Integrated Baseline
Review (IBR)
Preparation

EVMS
Implementation

EVMS Design and
Documentation

EVMS Requirements
or Gap Analysis

EVMS and
Project Management

Training

Humphreys & Associates
EVMS

Consulting Services

 

Humphreys & Associates offers a complete range of 
EVMS consulting services.  From proposal preparation 
and management system gap analysis to mock 
compliance reviews or contractor self-
surveillance and third party validations, H&A is 
the authority in EVMS.   

As the industry recognized leader in 
EVMS training, H&A offers regularly 
scheduled Earned Value Management 
System, Project Scheduling, and Advanced 
Earned Value Management Techniques public 
workshops.   

H&A now offers a Control Account 
Manager (CAM) Certification Program – ideal for 
anyone looking to improve their EVM expertise and distinguish 
themselves with a professional certification.   

Interested in learning more?   
Visit our web site at www.humphreys-assoc.com or call us today at (714) 685-1730 

EVM World 2013
THE PROJECT PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE

®

29th Annual International Conference
May 29-31, 2013 • Waldorf Astoria Naples 
Naples, FL • 888.722.1270 
www.waldorfastorianaples.com • www.naples-florida.com

•  Keynote Speaker Howard Dean

•  Update your skills with the latest Earned Value
   Management (EVM) trends, tools, and techniques
 
•  Learn through training, practice symposia, 
   as well as workshops
 
•  Earn PDUs (for PMPs)
 
•  Network with earned value professionals 
   from  around the world 

For more information…  
 contact: Gaile Argiro   
 phone: 703.370.7885 
 email: ExecAdmin@mycpm.org
 web: www.mycpm.org 

©2012 CPM. EVM World is a registered trademark of CPM. 
R.E.P. PMI, and the Registered Education Provider logo are registered marks of the Project Management Institute, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION As readers of the 4th edition 2012, Measurable News would be aware 
from the article “Top Ten Observations for EVM Europe 2012” by the now 
current Vice President Communications, Mark Phillips, the EVM Europe 2012 
Conference held at the University of Twente in the Netherlands was a small 
but highly successful conference. The EVM Europe Conferences continue to 
succeed and develop in spite of the ongoing less than favourable economic 
circumstances in Europe. This reflects the extraordinary commitment of a 
growing group of Europeans dedicated to advancing EVM (and associated 
techniques) research and practice in Europe and beyond.

EVM Europe 2012 was also notable for the number of Americans who attended, actively 
participated and were genuinely impressed by the depth of knowledge and dedication of the 
Europeans (and others from beyond Europe) to advancing the cause of EVM adoption. The 
other favourable comments on EVM in Europe compared with “EVM USA style” included the:

• Lack of a regulatory mandate for EVM in Europe.  This results in much more adaptive 
(and interesting) approaches taken with implementing an EVMS. These approaches are 
focused on minimising overhead while achieving the business benefits of the method in 
improving project and portfolio performance outcomes; 

• Focus in Europe on using EVM as the means of designing and achieving more integrated 
project planning and control systems within commercial business environments, rather 
than just focusing on the mechanics of EVM itself; and

• Interest and dedication of the EVM/project controls research community in Europe which 
results in university students presenting their research findings at these conferences. 
Direct collaboration between researchers and practitioners is also promoted which 
achieves the unique EVM Europe mission statement of “Where Research Meets Practice” 

The EVM Europe Association decided that EVM Europe Conference 5 will return to the 
University of Ghent, in Belgium and EVM Europe Conference 6 will likely return to the 
Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva, Switzerland in 2014. The reason for this 
“return to the heartland” is to be better able to cope with the consequences of the European 
financial crisis with a future decision on whether to recommence holding Conferences in 
different locations around Europe. 

EVM EUROPE 2013
The EVM 5 Europe Conference is being held on the 3rd – 4th December 2013 (avoiding 
Thanksgiving in the USA) at the historic Het Pand Convention Centre at the University of 
Ghent, Belgium. Further details on the Conference and the facility (which was originally a 
13th century Dominican monastery located in the heart of the city on the banks of the river 
Leie) is available from www.evm-europe-eu.

This conference is planned by the EVM Europe Association to be a particularly auspicious 
occasion for many reasons including recognition of the: 

• 5th anniversary of the EVM Europe initiative which commenced in 2009; 
• First year in execution phase for the €1 million European Project Controls/EVM Research 

project which is under the guidance of Prof. Dr. Mario Vanhoucke of Ghent University and 
Vlerick Business School.

• It is planned that up to 13 students from the Faculty of Economics and Business 
Administration of Ghent University (5 PhD’s and 8 Masters students) will present 
summaries of their initial research findings at the Conference; and 

• Recognition of the 10th anniversary of Earned Schedule with the publication of Walt 
Lipke’s seminal paper “Schedule is Different” in the Measurable News in 2003. Interest 
in Walt’s work in Europe has been a significant contributing factor which resulted in the 

EVM EUROPE 2012 CONFERENCE AND PLANS FOR 2013
By Kym Henderson
CPM, Vice President of Research and Standards
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bringing together and collaboration between EVM practitioners in Europe, formation of 
the EVM Europe Association and follow-on initiatives including the successful €1 million 
European Project Controls/EVM Research project. 

EVM Europe 2013 has much to offer researchers, practitioners and all interested in learning 
about innovative techniques for implementing EVM and advancing the uptake of the method 
globally. The Conference will undoubtedly feature Belgian chocolates and conclude in 
uniquely Belgian fashion with a beer tasting session.

 
EVM Europe Website: 
www.evm-europe.eu

Get Involved In CPM:
Become A Volunteer
Most people agree that the value of membership in any organization is 
greatly impacted by one’s involvement in that organization. CPM has 
many opportunities for you to become engaged in your organization. 

You can help with our certificate program, become a leader in our two 
conferences each year or other volunteer opportunities as they appear 
on the website. Take the time to read each of the job descriptions and 
ask questions of the point of contact for each if you are not sure what is 
expected. PDU’s are available for volunteering in CPM. 

These opportunities are listed on our website:
mycpm.org./ABOUT US/VOLUNTEERS.

Any questions can be directed to: Lauren Bone, Vice-President Administration lauren.
bone@mycpm.org / UK+44(0)7766974063 or 
Gaile Argiro, CPM Executive Administrator, gaile.argiro@mycpm.org / 703-370-7885.
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VENDORS & SERVICES

P.O. Box 20996
Sarasota, FL 34276

Phone: (888) 644-5613

www.CBTWorkshop.com

see our ad on p. 32

www.tecolote.com

T E C O L O T E
 R E S E A R C H,  I NC .
Bridging Engineering and Economics

Since 1973

www.ProjectRX.com

Planning every step — Every step as planned™

         EVPrep™ Exam Study Guide
    EVPrep™ Exam Prep Workshops

www.mgmt-technologies.com
*Earned Value Professional

Get it  
now!

Got your  ?*

www.safranna.com

see our ad on p. 14

www.lexemstrategy.com

see our ad on p. 36

www.mcri.com

www.humphreys-assoc.com
see our ad on p. 39

see our ad on p. 18

www.smawins.com


